
From:
Walter Tuvell
836 Main St.
Reading MA, 01867
(781)944-3617 (h); (781)475-7254 (c)
walt.tuvell@gmail.com
Judicial Misconduct Complaints №01-16-90036,01-16-90041

To:1

Florence Pagano
Asst. Cir. Exec. for Legal Affairs
Circuit Executive Office
Moakley Court House, Suite 3700
1 Courthouse Way
Boston, MA 02110
(617)748-9376
Florence_Pagano@ca1.uscourts.gov

December 3, 2016

Dear Ms. Pagano:

This letter is a  re-issuance of my previous three letters to you (dated 
Nov. “20/22,” Nov. 28, Dec. 1),  completely consolidating and replacing 
those three letters (now, please ignore/discard/destroy those three).  This 
letter is my final word in this forum (unless requested/invited otherwise) on 
the topic of criminal activity (public corruption)2 by the judges involved 
in my case (initially broached in RehApx 8ƒ‡ι∗℘ ), collecting all my thoughts 
on this matter together into this one place, for everyone’s convenience.

This letter must of course be promptly transmitted to the appropriate 
members of the Judicial Council.

Sincerely yours,

Walter E. Tuvell

1・ Delivered by both email and U.S. mail.

2・ While judges (public servants) generally enjoy “judicial immunity” from civil liability for 
damages  from  acts  committed  within  the  scope  of  their  jurisdiction  (e.g.,  esp.,  42  USC 
§1983), nobody   enjoys immunity against   criminal   charges: U.S. Const Amend XIV §1 (Equal 
Protection Clause [for me, against abuses by rogue judges], see my Petition for Writ of Certio-
rari 4); 18 USC §242 (Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law, ℘ ℘9 infra); Mireles v. Waco, 
502 U.S. 9–15 (1991), 10ƒ1; ℘ ℘ Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 731–799 (1982), 766, empha℘ ℘ -
sis added:  “[even] when performing a judicial function, … [judges and justices] are 
subject to criminal liability”.  See also ℘9ƒ11, ℘24ƒ27 infra.
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18 USC §1519 — Obstruction Of Justice: Falsification 
Of Records; Concealment (Cover-Up)

Originally, §1519 was passed by Congress into law as part of the Sar-
banes-Oxley Act (“SOX”), enacted in 2002, and incorporated into 18 USC Ti-
tle 1 Chapter 73 (“Obstruction of Justice”).  While SOX overall is gener-
ally thought-of in terms of corporate wrong-doing (fraud, corruption), §1519 
itself is intended to have a broader scope, and has no such restriction.3

Most of the provisions of §1519 are clearly satisfied in my case, and for 
those no further analysis is needed.  For example, in my case, the judges 
have  obviously “falsified/concealed/covered-up4 the record,” as I have 
alleged/proved throughout the materials I’ve submitted to the Judicial Coun-
cil.  Namely: (i) the district judge lied/falsified the district court’s Opinion 
(“Op”);  and  then  (ii)  all  subsequent  judges  (now including  the  Supreme 
Court,  but not the Judicial  Council  [yet])  have blindly adopted/supported/

3・ Nevertheless, my case does have that nexus if it were needed, because the defendant is 
a corporation, IBM, charged with serious civil rights violations.

4・ Various terms are used widely, more-or-less synonymously, with “concealment” — such 
as cover-up, whitewash and misprision.  See definitions on 5 ℘ infra; and see 18 USC §4, 
Misprision of Felony, 4 ℘ infra.
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swallowed/concealed/covered-up that falsified Op, despite  knowing5 full-
well  its  falsity.   The  district  judge  is  directly guilty  of  this  falsification 
(namely, her false Opinion), by virtue of her original jurisdiction; but the 
panel judges are also directly guilty, by virtue of their own independent de 
novo review (self-proclaimed, and required by common law).  The panel and 
en banc judges are obviously guilty of concealment/cover-up.

However, for three of §1519’s provisions, it is  not obvious whether my 
case satisfies them (I contend they  are satisfied), and so these  do require 
further analysis.  These are (all considered in the special context of §1519):

● “(Federal) investigation” — Does this mean only “FBI-style” in-
vestigations, or does it also apply to “court proceedings”?

● “Jurisdiction” — Does this encompass “judicial jurisdiction” in the 
sense of the judicial system?

● “Department/agency” — Insofar as I have been able to determine, 
these terms are rather context-sensitive, not hard-coded universally-
well-defined terms of art/law (except that “department” does seem 
to refer to the executive branch of government, not legislative or ju-
dicial).  Are the “courts” included within the ambit of “departments/
agencies”?

My research has led me to the following conclusions.

To begin with, the legislative history of SOX (House & Senate reports, 
Congressional Record, official/exact Public Law)6 is all “supportive” of my 
position, albeit not “dispositive.”  Too, the “Official U.S. Government Man-
ual” (online, at http://usgovernmentmanual.gov/), does of course “list” the 
federal courts, but that still doesn’t resolve the question whether the courts 
are to be considered “departments/agencies” in the sense of §1519.

The  background just  mentioned  played  a  decisive  role  in  the  recent 
Supreme Court case, Yates v. U.S., 574 U.S.                 , №13-7451 (2015)7 — which 
for our purposes here, does yield a definitive resolution of my contention (in 
the affirmative).

Yates contains the following three passages, all of which solidly support 
my contention (the third passage, from the dissenting opinion, chooses to 
support me via §1512(c)(1) instead of §1519, though that minor distinction of 
law is already overridden by the majority opinion of the second passage in 
any event):

5・ “Knowingness” refers to “knowledge of the act”, not “knowledge of the act’s illegality” 
(by the Owen/Thayer principle of governmental strict liability, ℘24 infra.)

6・ All of which I am transmitting to you as email attachments, for your convenience.

7・ Attached in email.  (This is the controversial “a-fish-is-not-a-tangible-object” case.)
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18 USC §4 — Misprision Of Felony

See generally: (i) Christopher Mark Curenton, Commentary,  The Past, 
Present, and Future of 18 U.S.C. §4: An Exploration of the Federal Mispri-
sion Statute, Alabama Law Review, vol. 55, Issue 1, 183–192 (2003–2004℘ ); 
(ii) U.S. v. Osvaldo Caraballo-rodriguez, 480 F.3d ℘62–88 (1st Cir. 2007).

A misprision of felony charge is especially appropriate against a person 
placed in a special position of trust/responsibility (such as a judge), and may 
be referred to as “misfeasance/malfeasance in public office.”

In the U.S. today, misprision of felony is uniformly construed to require 
that the accused take some “positive/active/affirmative step” (beyond mere 
“negative/passive silence”) to conceal the felony.  In my case that’s true of 
all reviewing authorities (appellate panel and higher, individually and/or col-
lectively), all of whom were fully briefed about the district judge’s falsifica-
tion of facts felony (18 USC §1519, ℘2 supra), but deliberately lied by pro-
ducing (false) documentation (official court filings), thereby  positively   con-
cealing/  refusing-to-recognize/  refusing-to-“make-known” the felony.

Anent, Code of Conduct for United States Judges, Canon 3(B)(5):
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Cover-Up8 (Concealment)

Whitewash9 (Concealment)

Misprision10 (Concealment)

8・ From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cover-up.

9・ From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitewashing_(censorship).

10・From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misprision.
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18 USC §1505 — Obstruction Of Justice: Obstruction Of 
Proceedings

Concerning “department or agency,” see the discussion of 18 USC §1519 
(℘2 supra, and my Nov. 20/22 letter).

Concerning “corruptly,” 18 USC §1515(b) provides:
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18 USC §242 — Deprivation Of Rights Under Color Of 
Law11

“Color of law” refers to operations taken under the superficial appear-
ance of legal power/authority (such as official acts committed by a judge 
“from the bench” within their jurisdiction), but which may in fact be in viola-
tion of the law.

11・ To this criminal law (18 USC §242), compare its civil counterpart (42 USC §1983, Civil  
Action for Deprivation of Rights), which now (since 1996) includes a special† judicial civil im-
munity clause, as mentioned in my previous letter (Nov. 20/22, 1ƒ3).  See ℘ ℘1ƒ2 supra.  {† · A 
few other sporadic special civil immunity exceptions exist, too.  E.g.: Nixon v. Fitzgerald 457 
U.S. 731–799 (1982) (but holding that even the President, and judges, are liable for ℘ criminal 
wrongdoing); Butz v. Economou 438 U.S. 478–530 (1978).}℘
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28 USC §453 — Judicial Oath Of Office

Anent, we recall two constitutional provisions:12

● We the People of the United States, in Order to … establish 
Justice [which includes Truth] …

— U.S. Const Preamble (emphasis added)

● [A]ll  executive  and  judicial Officers,  both  of  the  United 
States and of the several States, shall be bound by Oath or 
Affirmation [i.e.,  Promise], to  support this Constitution 
[esp. law (Art. III), which incorporates the doctrine of stare 
decisis] …

— U.S. Const Art VI (emphasis added)

12・ Inside front cover of my Petition for Rehearing to the Supreme Court.
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5 USC §3331 — Civil Service Oath Of Office

Judges must take both the judicial oath (28 USC §453, ℘10 supra) and 
this civil service oath (5 USC §3331).
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18 USC §1621–1623 — Perjury (Lying Under Oath)

Judges/justices are, of course, always   under oath13 on the bench — by 
both their oaths of office, 28 USC §453 (℘10 supra) and 5 USC §1331 (℘11 
supra).

13・ “Oath” (or affirmation) = personal promise to deity and government (Constitution), as 
sacred signs of solemn veracity, developed over time by various cultures as a symbolic con-
cept in legal practice — namely, willful violation of oath (lying about the duties one has 
promised-to under oath) subjects the false promisor to the crime of perjury.
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18 USC §1001 — False Statements Or Entries (Oath 
Not Required)
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5 USC §7311(1–2) — Loyalty

The “overthrow of our constitutional form of government” involved in 
my  case  refers  to  “dissing”  (disregard/dismiss/disagree/disrespect/dissem-
ble) the Judicial Branch as an institution (corruption of one-third of our con-
stitutional form of government, entrusted by Const. Art. III with the admin-
istration/interpretation of law in the United States).14

The  “organization”15 involved  in  my  case  refers  to  the  collection  of 
judges who are like-minded16 with the judges involved in the case.

14・A full(er) philosophical/jurisprudential discussion of the nexus amongst (i) law/justice, 
(ii) the Constitution, and (iii) the Judicial Branch, has been given in my PetReh (Petition for 
Rehearing to the Supreme Court).

15・According to persuasive well-documented “rumors”/reports, this “organization” amounts 
to a substantial percentage of the federal judiciary.  See my Petition for Writ of Certiorari  

xiƒ7 for a ℘ dozen recent topical references (and many more references cited therein).

16・ “Like-mindedness” is also the hallmark of conspiracy (see ℘19).
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5 USC §3333 — Affidavit17 Of Loyalty

17・ “Affidavit” = written/signed version of an oath.
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18 USC §1918(1–2) — Disloyalty
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18 USC §371 — Conspiracy18

The appellate panel and en banc court clearly satisfy the “two or more” 
criterion. But so does the district court, according to the next paragraph.

Conspiracy (successful or not) does not require written/spoken/express/
formal “agreement.”  Nor does it require all-to-all (“N×N”) consent.  Nor 
does it even require co-conspirators’ knowledge of one-another’s identity or 
quantity.  Mere “like-mindedness” suffices: “All that is required is that a 
participant  know of the others’ existence and their activities to fur-
ther the conspiracy.”19  Neither repentance nor restitution limits liability.

18・ This particular allegation, “(real) conspiracy,” is here based upon direct/proven observa-
tion/articulation of hard facts/evidence (namely, the district court’s inarguable falsification of 
“undisputed facts” in its Opinion, and the appellate courts’ false “blind-eye” attitude towards 
it) — as opposed to so-called  “(speculative) conspiracy-theory,” a derogatory term involving 
extreme/unwarranted hypotheses, chiefly of psychological/socio-political origin, invented by a 
“fringe” victim of abuse having “secret knowledge,” in an attempt to “explain inexplicable 
evil/dark forces,” contradicting the prevailing understanding of history or simple facts.  Ab-
sent confession, guilt of conspiracy must be decided by a jury at trial.

19・U.S. v. Monroe, 73 F.3d 129 (7th Cir. 1995, emphasis added, internal quotation marks 
omitted); aff’d 124 F.3d 206 (7th Cir. 1997)
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18 USC §1341(1346) — Honest-Services Fraud 
(Perhaps Not)
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While §1341(1346) has been been called federal prosecutors’ “weapon 
of mass discretion” in the war against both white-collar and public-sector 
corruption,20 recent narrow interpretation has tended to limit its scope, on 
the basis of a “void-for-vagueness” due-process doctrine.21  For that reason 
(only), this statute may not be applicable to the instant case.22,23

20・Nicholas J. Wagoner,  Honest-Services Fraud: The Supreme Court Defuses the Govern-
ment’s Weapon of Mass Discretion in Skilling v. United States, South Texas Law Review, Vol. 
51, №4, 1087–1142.℘
21・Finding the  statute’s  “intangible  right  of  honest  services”  to  cover  only  “fraudulent 
schemes to deprive another of honest services [where the offender profits by money, property  
or other valuable resources] through bribes or kickbacks supplied by a third party who ha[s] 
not been deceived [but not through funneling valuable resources to either himself (‘self-deal-
ing’), or  to a third party who has not been deceived]” (Skilling v. U.S., 561 U.S. 358–464℘  
(2010), 404, emphasis added℘ ).

22・ In the instant case, no evidence has yet been uncovered of “valuable resource” profiteer-
ing, such as bribery by IBM.

23・An “Honest-Services Restoration Act,” broadening Skilling’s narrow interpretation back 
to its (no doubt) originally intended meaning (protecting civil rights, First Amendment per-
sonal liberties, equal protection concerns, etc.), has not (yet) been enacted by Congress.
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18 USC §2381 — Treason24

Federal  (i)  judges/justices  (trusted  agents  owing  allegiance  to  the 
United States), involved in (ii) widespread (iii) conspiracy to (iv) disloyally 
(v) betray the Constitution, by (vi) obstructing justice, (vii) violating their 
oaths of office, (viii) committing perjury (falsifying documents), and (ix) de-
priving innocent citizens of their rights, (x) within the scope of their official 
duties — all proven beyond shadow of doubt — are certainly not “friends” of 
the United States.  They are “enemies” to the very concept of America.

But, is a charge of  treason appropriate, or is it hyperbolical, in the in-
stant case (given that we’re not talking here about national security, spying, 
espionage,  sedition,  etc.)?  Since the Constitution went into effect,  fewer 
than forty federal cases of treason have been prosecuted.  The earliest ex-
ample25 involved the Whiskey Rebellion of 1797 (resisting taxation on dis-
tilled spirits); some were convicted, all were pardoned.  The most famous ex-
ample involved Arron Burr, charged with proposing the idea of stealing land 
in the Louisiana Purchase; he was acquitted.

Is a widespread conspiracy of false/corrupt judges on a par with these 
and other historical examples?  Res Ipsa Loquitur.26

24・See Const Art III §3.

25・ The case of Benedict Arnold’s collaboration with the British occurred during the Revolu-
tionary War, before the Constitution was written.

26・ “The thing speaks for itself.”
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Statute Of Limitations
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No Immunity; Strict Liability (Owen/Thayer Principle)

Nobody in government (or out) (℘9ƒ11ι†  supra) enjoys (“as-of-right”)-
immunity from criminal liability.  This principle is often encountered as a 
“strict liability” meme, attributed to Owen v. City of Independence, 445 U.S. 

622–683 (1980), and articulated “something like” this:℘
Government cannot disavow liability for injuries it has begot-
ten, whether based on bad faith or good .  Government actors 
(individual or collective) enjoy  no immunity from liability,27 
when violating laws or Constitutional  rights.   For they are 
deemed to know the law (cannot pretend “ignorance of law”).

This language  per se, however, does not occur in  Owen; it is a  para-
phrase, largely based on the following passage from Owen 641 (and cited℘  
therein as “the Thayer principle”) (emphasis added):

Yet in the hundreds of cases from that era [colonial times] awarding 
damages against municipal governments for wrongs committed by 
them,  one searches in vain for much mention of a  qualified 
immunity based on the good faith of municipal officers [be-
cause, they “know the law”].  Indeed, where the issue was dis-
cussed at all, the courts had rejected the proposition that a munici-
pality should be privileged where it reasonably believed its actions 
to be lawful.  In the leading case of Thayer v. Boston, 36 Mass. 511, 
515–516 (1837), for example, Chief Justice Shaw explained:

“There is a large class of cases, in which the rights of both the pub-
lic and of individuals may be deeply involved, in which it cannot be 
known at the time the act is done whether it is lawful or not.  The 
event of a legal inquiry, in a court of justice, may show that it was 
unlawful.  Still, [even] if it was not known and understood to be un-
lawful at the time, [even] if it was an act done by the officers hav-
ing competent authority, either by express vote of the city gov-
ernment, or by the nature of the duties and functions with which 
they are charged, by their offices, to act upon the general subject 
matter, and especially [even] if the act was done with an honest 
view [“good faith”] to obtain for the public some lawful benefit or 
advantage,  reason and justice obviously [nonetheless] require 
that the city, in its corporate capacity, should be [strictly/  ab-
solutely] liable to make good the damage sustained by an in-
dividual, in consequence of the acts thus done.”

27・ “Strict/absolute liability” = no immunity, regardless of intent, scienter, mens rea, “moral 
blameworthiness,” bad/good faith, innocent error, etc.  Owen involved liability under 42 USC 
§1983, but at a time (1980) prior to that statute’s incorporation (in 1996) of Congress’s anti-
Owen/Thayer special judicial civil immunity clause.  See ℘9ƒ11 supra.
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